
The greater light, lesser light and the
stars are placed there for signs, seasons,
days and years. The Most High did not
mention that they will be of use to
determine your future endeavors or
explain your personality. 
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DID YOU
KNOW?

The signs that The Most

High gave to us thru the

two great lights and stars is

not what horoscopes

present. Let’s not confuse

astrologic “advice” as a sign

for our life. In Genesis 37 we

can see what signs these

two great lights and stars

truly represent. 
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N O  M O R E  A S T R O W O R L D

The greater light, lesser light and the stars are
placed there for signs, seasons, days and years.
The Most High did not mention that they will be
of use to determine your future endeavors or
explain your personality. 

People believe that these horoscope and
astrology results are the best advice for them.
But that is not the case. Will the best advice for
how to use an iPhone come from an Android
manual? I think not, so it is the same way with
our people taking advice from an horoscope or
astrology reading. 

The etymology of the word horoscope shows
that it’s original meaning is an observer of
times. The Most High has warned us numerous
times to not deal with observers of times for
the very reason above. They aren’t meant for
us. They give advice that is not beneficial to
life, but only benefits the pleasure of our flesh. 

Deuteronomy 18:10-12 (KJV) 10

There shall not be found among you

[any one] that maketh his son or his

daughter to pass through the fire, [or]

that useth divination, [or] an observer

of times, or an enchanter, or a witch,

11 Or a charmer, or a consulter with

familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a

necromancer. 12 For all that do these

things [are] an abomination unto

YAHUAH: and because of these

abominations YAHUAH thy Mighty

One doth drive them out from before

thee.

Micah 5:12 (KJV) And I will cut off

witchcrafts out of thine hand; and

thou shalt have no [more]

soothsayers:

Other words describing

observer of tim
es:

 

soothsayer, enchanter,

sorceress, diviner,

fortuneteller
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A Higher Frequency... Tune In.

The Aligning of the Real Stars 
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